AKARMY Men's Military Tactical Pants Casual Camouflage
Multi-Pocket BDU Cargo Pants Trousers Review-2021

65% Polyester, 35% Synthetic
PERFECT DESIGN. Our tactical pants made with a wrinkle-resistant twill fabric blend for enhanced
durability. Work pant features widened belt loops, hook and loop closure with heavy-duty zipper.
Adjustable knee and leg opening with hook & loop
MULTI-PURPOSE POCKETS. The ripstop cargo pants features 10 Pockets totally include 2x Large
front slash pockets for easy access; 2x Thigh flap pocekts with hook & loop for quick storage of
tactical equipment,tools or cell phone; 2x Leg flap pockets for more convenient to get items when
squatting or crawling; 4x Flap rear pockets for deep and secure storage
FEATURES. Camouflage design, tactical pants. Ripstop fabric repels liquids, dirt, and other
contaminants. Fade, shrink, wrinkle resistant, scratch-resistant and wear-resistant. Lightweight and
breathable, rip-stop and abrasion resistant for all kinds of outdoor sports
RIPSTOP FABRIC. Moisture wicking fabric can wick sweat from body, quick dry, keep you dry and
comfortable when army training. Ripstop ripstop fabric provides excellent durability and cool comfort.
Durable in extreme harsh environments. Repels water,oil,and dustproof. Breathe freely and
quick-drying. It keeps you dry in outdoor activities without any sense of restraint on your legs
OCCASION. Our waterproof quick-drying hiking pants are suitable for any outdoor activities,
training, off duty exercises or daily wear, outdoor hiking, camping, climbing, cycling, fishing, hunting,
jungle, running, mountaineering, combat, military, backpacking, working, traveling and so onMen's
Water Repellent Ripstop Work Pants Operator Tactical Pant Hiking Outdoor Cargo Pants
Question 1: How breathable are these pants?Answer 1: My experience has been that these pants
breathe very well and I felt they breathed a little too good then.Question 2: When i go
camping/hiking, i go up in the mountains/the outback/rough terrain, i need tough/durable! Will these
pants work?Answer 2: Yes these are ripe resistant and stretch. Great option for hiking. The military
pants are very comfortable. Question 3: Do they shrink?Answer 3: No they didnâ€™t shrink i keep
washing them and wearing them still perfect. Also they are my favorite pants theyâ€™re so
comfortable.Question 4: Do these pants pull down in back when you bend down, do they give you
plumber pants?Question 4: These are THE BEST designed pants I have ever worn. I have no need
nor interest in jeans after wearing these daily for several months. The new flexible fabric is amazing:
Comfort, style, function. I hope you enjoy them as much as I have. Iâ€™m not a paid influencer, just
a very satisfied customer.
Operator Tactical Pant
Multipurpose: Tactical pants are useful for those in service duty, such as police officers, law
enforcement, EMS, firefighters, soldiers, military, security and also for work, training, hiking, hunting,
mountaineering and other outdoor activities.Perfect for any outdoor activities, training, off duty
exercises or daily wear
Men's Military Tactical Pants Camo BDU Cargo Pants Work Trousers with 10 Pockets
SIZE INFORMATION
28 Waist 29.9"/76CM--Hip 38.6"/98CM--Inseam 30.7"30 Waist 31.9"/81CM--Hip
40.6"/103CM--Inseam 31.1"32 Waist 33.9"/86CM--Hip 42.5"/108C---Inseam 31.5"34 Waist
35.8"/91CM--Hip 44.5"/113CM--Inseam 32"36 Waist 37.8"/96CM--Hip 46.5"/118CM--Inseam
32.3"38 Waist 39.8"/101CM--Hip 48.4"/123CM--Inseam 32.3"40 Waist 41.7"/106CM--Hip
50.4"/128CM--Inseam 32.7"42 Waist 43.7"/111CM--Hip 52.4"/133CM--Inseam 32.7"
FEATURES
Steetwear: Fashion pants/ Tactical pants/ Army pants/ Working pantsSeason:
Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter Four seasons Occasion: Ideal for Airsoft,
Paintball,Training,Picnic,Fishing,Mountaineering,Hiking,Cycling,Climbing,SWAT,Working on the
land,etc.
CLOSURE
Poly ripstop provides oustanding durabilityZipper closureWidened belt loopsStraps in the pocket for
parachute jumping
POCKETS
2 Front pockets for quick access to knife, flashlight and smartphone2 Front thigh pockets with hook

and loop closure2 Shin flap Pockets for more convenient to get items when squatting or crawling4
Flap deep back pocekts,carrying all your essential equipment
KNEE PROTECT
Reinforced knees for knee pads insertScratch-proof, breathable, knee, hip and crotch wear-resistant
design
ADJUSTABLE HOOK & LOOP
Tactical pants with adjustable hook and loop at knees and anklesAdjustable knee and leg opening
with hook & loop
TACTICAL PANTS IN ACTION
RIP-STOP TACTICAL PANTS
Hip patch: The hip are thickened in double layers, which is wear-resistant and non-slip.
Strengthened crotch for enhanced movement.
MULTICAM COMBAT PANTS
Durable double and triple-needle stitching. The freedom of movement refuses to be restrained,
which increases the comfort and stretchability during exercise.
LIGHTWEIGHT ASSAULT PANTS
Great for all seasons outdoor activities and casual daily wear, particularly for hiking, hunting,
climbing, cycling, airsoft, shooting, army training, etc
MILITARY COMBAT CARGO TROUSERS
The tactical pants is Stylish, tactical, multi-pocket, wear-resistant, anti-wrinkle, durable, breathable,
comfortable
Men's Slim Fit Long Sleeve Tactical Shirt
Men's Combat Tactical Camo Shirt
Men's Short Sleeve Tactical Shirt
Men's Airsoft Rapid Assault 1/4 Zip T-Shirt
Men's Camo Cargo Shorts
Men's Cargo Shorts
Pocket
2 Velco Pockets
2 Zipper Pockets
2 Zipper Pockets
1 Zipper Pocket
2 Pockets
8 Pockets Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description,
sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

